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ABSTRACT

The authors survey a series of modeling studies that have examined the influences that cloud microphysical

processes can have on tropical cyclone (TC) motion, the strength and breadth of the wind field, inner-core

diabatic heating asymmetries, outer-core convective activity, and the characteristics of the TC anvil cloud.

These characteristics are sensitive to the microphysical parameterization (MP) in large part owing to the

cloud-radiative forcing (CRF), the interaction of hydrometeors with radiation. The most influential com-

ponent of CRF is that due to absorption and emission of longwave radiation in the anvil, which via gentle

lifting directly encourages the more extensive convective activity that then leads to a radial expansion of the

TC wind field. On a curved Earth, the magnitude of the outer winds helps determine the speed and direction

of TC motion via the beta drift. CRF also influences TC motion by determining how convective asymmetries

develop in the TC inner core. Further improvements in TC forecasting may require improved understanding

and representation of cloud-radiative processes in operational models, andmore comprehensive comparisons

with observations are clearly needed.

1. Introduction

Professor Michio Yanai’s life-long love of weather

started in middle school, when he joined the school’s

meteorology club (otenkikai). He and his fellow

‘‘meteorology boys’’ were particularly interested in the

tropical cyclones (TCs) that frequently visited Japan

during the autumn months, going so far as issuing their

own weather warnings, making their own measure-

ments, and conducting their own damage surveys. Af-

ter graduating from the University of Tokyo with a

degree in geophysics, he stayed on for graduate studies

in meteorology. His master’s thesis [published as Yanai

(1958)] focused on a decaying typhoon, and this was

soon followed by a series of seminal papers on TC

genesis that appeared in rapid succession, including

Yanai (1961a,b), Yanai (1963a,b), and Yanai (1964).

Subsequently, ProfessorYanai shifted his research focus

to different areas, which are represented by other papers

in this volume, but he never relinquished a keen interest in

TCs. He was concerned about their societal impacts, his-

torical variations, and even their nomenclature. In his last

years, he frequently returned to the subject of Cyclone

Nargis (2008), which brought enormous devastation to

Myanmar. Indeed, just a week before his untimely passing

in October 2010, Professor Yanai was organizing yet an-

other issue of his University of California, Los Angeles

Tropical Meteorology Newsletter, started in 1996 and

distributed via e-mail, dedicated to summarizing the
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ongoing Nargis research. In May 2005, Professor Yanai

published a review of the origins of the words ‘‘typhoon,’’

‘‘tai-feng,’’ and ‘‘tai-fu,’’ which was cowritten with his last

doctoral student, Professor Chih-wen Hung, and the first

author, Robert G. Fovell.

The first author’s interest in TCs commenced in the

summer of 2004 with the release of version 2.0 of the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model’s

Advanced Research WRF (ARW) core. He decided to

familiarize himself with this new, more powerful ARW

system by simulating TCs in real time,1 and the 2004

season proved compelling, with four major hurricanes

striking in or very near Florida and a historically large

number of typhoons making landfall at Japan. He soon

noticed that the cloud microphysics parameterization

(MP), which controls the evolution of condensed water,

could exert a material impact on storm track. A litera-

ture survey revealed relatively little understanding of

the role of cloud processes on TCmotion, and Professor

Yanai provided critical encouragement for this research

with his knowledge, insight, and enthusiasm.

This review summarizes the findings of seven papers

(see Table 11-1) produced by the first author and his

collaborators concerning cloud microphysics and their

direct and indirect influences on TC motion and struc-

ture. Fovell and Su [2007, hereinafter P1 (for paper 1)]

conducted a physics ensemble (consisting of MPs and

cumulus parameterizations) for Hurricane Rita (2005).

They also introduced the ‘‘semi-idealized’’ model frame-

work employed in our subsequent work, which utilizes

the ‘‘real-data’’ versions of models such as WRF and

configurations similar to those implemented in opera-

tions. However, these models are dramatically sim-

plified with respect to initialization, with a guiding

philosophy that can be summarized by a famous dictum

attributed to Albert Einstein: ‘‘make things as simple as

possible, but not simpler.’’ Fovell et al. (2009, hereinaf-

ter P2) demonstrated that varying microphysical as-

sumptions resulted in different wind profiles in the outer

core region (roughly 100–300km from the eye), which

contribute to distinct motions owing to the ‘‘beta drift’’

(see section 4a) that directly influences track. P2 further

showed that track sensitivity was at least indirectly tied

to particle terminal velocities.

Fovell et al. (2010b, hereinafter P3) introduced yet

another simplification: they prevented hydrometeors

from affecting longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) ra-

diation, effectively rendering clouds transparent. Track

variation with respect to MP virtually disappeared,

which demonstrated that the interplay of hydrometeors

with radiation—which we term cloud-radiative forcing

(CRF)—was a distinguishing factor among microphysics

schemes. The interaction between condensed water and

radiation is species dependent, and the MPs that generate

more radiatively active particles also developed more ra-

dially extensive convective activity, different structural

asymmetries with respect to diabatic forcing, and broader

outer wind profiles. Fovell et al. (2010a, hereinafter P4)

proposed that the cloud-top cooling and within-cloud

warming resulting from CRF combined to help the anvil

spread radially outward and thereby seeded the (normally

dry) far environment, making it more favorable for the

subsequent development of convection.

Naturally, microphysics alone cannot completely de-

termine how a TC behaves. Cao et al. (2011, hereinafter

P5) demonstrated that storm track and structure are both

sensitive to the manner of TC initialization, and Hsu et al.

(2013, hereinafter P6) showed howdiabatic heating forced

by flow over topography could explain speed variations of

typhoons approaching and crossing an island like Taiwan.

P4’s explanation for outer region convective activity was

finally assessed in Bu et al. (2014, hereinafter P7) and was

determined to be insufficient to explain why CRF results

in wider tropical cyclones. Their analysis identified LW

absorption within the cloud anvil as the principal agent for

TABLE 11-1. Models employed in the semi-idealized experiments.

Paper

No. Study Model/version

No. of

domains

Finest

resolution (km) Remarks

1 Fovell and Su (2007) ARW 2.2 3 3 —

2 Fovell et al. (2009) ARW 2.2.1 3 3 —

3–4 Fovell et al. (2010a,b) ARW 2.2.1 1 4 —

5 Cao et al. (2011) ARW 3.0 2 3 Moving nest

6 Hsu et al. (2013) ARW 3.1.1 1 5 Water mountain

7 Bu et al. (2014) HWRF pre-2013 3 3 Two moving nests

CM1 1 5 Axisymmetric

— This review ARW 3.2 1 4 ‘‘Augmented P3’’

— This review MPAS 2.0 1 25 Global, 92 to 25 km

1 Professor Fovell selected TCs because they seemed so much

‘‘simpler’’ than squall lines, which had been the principal focus of

his research up to that time!
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storm expansion, which potentially contributes to sub-

stantial track discrepancies.

The structure of this paper is as follows: The models

employed in the experiments referenced herein are

presented in section 2. Section 3 provides some cursory

background information on cloud microphysics and ra-

diative processes. The main findings are presented in

section 4, and the final part of the paper summarizes

this review.

2. Description of models and experiments

Studies P1–P7 have made use of different modeling

systems in a variety of configurations and versions (see

Table 11-1). This suite has included the WRF Model’s

ARW (Skamarock et al. 2007) and Nonhydrostatic

Mesoscale Model (NMM) cores—the latter in its Hur-

ricane WRF (HWRF) form (Gopalakrishnan et al.

2012)—and the Bryan Cloud Model 1 (CM1; Bryan and

Fritsch 2002). For this review, additional experiments

utilizing the above models as well as the global Model

for Prediction across Scales (MPAS; Skamarock et al.

2012) have been made. All but CM1 started as ‘‘real-

data’’ versions that were rendered semi-idealized by

removing all land and setting the aquaplanet surface

temperature at a uniform 298C. These models are ini-

tialized with a horizontally homogeneous base state

constructed from a single sounding that represents var-

iants of Jordan’s (1958) hurricane season composite.

This approach facilitates analyses while retaining the

dynamical frameworks that might be employed in op-

erational settings.

The semi-idealized framework introduced in P1 used

ARW v.2.2 with three telescoping and temporally fixed

Mercator-projected domains with the highest horizontal

resolution being 3 km. Model physics held fixed in those

experiments included the Yonsei University (YSU;

Hong et al. 2006) planetary boundary layer scheme, and

the Dudhia (1989) SW and RRTM (Rapid Radiative

Transfer Model; Mlawer et al. 1997) LW radiation pa-

rameterizations. Subsequent studies included alter-

ations to the model version, domain width, depth, setup

(including the incorporation of moving nests), and map

projection (to Lambert conformal), as well as the hor-

izontal and vertical resolutions. Adjustments were also

made to the initial sounding and the model physics

employed in the control configurations including, es-

pecially, new and improved radiation and microphysics

schemes.

Many of our experiments have made use of a ‘‘bub-

ble’’ initialization, in which a tropical cyclone is estab-

lished over a 24-h period following the insertion of a

synoptic-scale positive buoyancy perturbation at 208N

latitude into the otherwise horizontally homogeneous

(and typically calm) base state. A convective parame-

terization is employed for the first 24 h at which time it is

usually deactivated, depending on the domain setup and

resolution. This technique can create a coherent cyclonic

vortex of roughly tropical storm strength (with respect to

the 10-m wind according to the Saffir–Simpson scale) in

the first day. At that time, the microphysics parameteri-

zation is switched on (if it was not already active from the

initial time). P5 contrasted this initialization, which was

directly inspired by Hill and Lackmann (2009), with the

customary technique of employing a ‘‘bogus’’ vortex of

specified strength and structure.

The ARW simulations made expressly for this re-

view used the configuration employed in P3, which

consisted of a single 2700 km2 domain with 4-km hor-

izontal resolution but were made with version 3.2.

Those experiments adopted the RRTM LW and

Dudhia SW schemes. Along with P7’s HWRF simula-

tions, our MPAS runs employed RRTMG2 for both

longwave and shortwave.3 Other radiation schemes

used include Goddard (in CM1 for P7; Chou and Suarez

1994), HWRF’s version of the GFDL parameterization

(in P7; see also Gopalakrishnan et al. 2012), and CAM

(Collins et al. 2006) and Fu–Liou–Gu (Fu and Liou 1993;

Gu et al. 2010, 2011) in ARW (not shown). Finally, the

CM1 model is employed solely in its axisymmetric

configuration, with moist and dry simulations as de-

scribed in P7. This model is used to test hypotheses

relating to the influence of microphysics and cloud-

radiative forcing on TCs.

This review combines results from these various ex-

periments, using different models, configurations, and

simulation strategies, because we are emphasizing the

findings that are common to all studies. For example, we

have found that, independent of the model or resolution

employed, CRF invariably encourages the development

of stronger winds in the TC’s outer core region, as long

as the MP schemes generate sufficient cloud ice and

snow. Our first CRF experiment, made with ARW,

suggested that TCs with transparent clouds were sys-

tematically more intense; however, this result was not

found to be robust after simulations from other models

such as HWRF, CM1, and MPAS were examined. As a

consequence, TC intensity is largely ignored in this re-

view, and remains an issue for further study.

2 RapidRadiative TransferModel for general circulationmodels

(Iacono et al. 2008).
3 The P7 study used code provided byGreg Thompson to provide

particle size information to the RRTMG radiation scheme. This

improvement had little effect on the results, and is not employed

herein. See P7 for further information.
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3. Background

This section provides a brief background on some

relevant aspects of cloud microphysics and cloud-

radiative feedback. More comprehensive information

is available in texts such as Liou (2002), Stensrud (2007),

and Straka (2009), among others.

a. Cloud microphysics

Cloud microphysics comprises the processes that

control the creation, evolution, and destruction of con-

densed water. Themicrophysical parameterizations that

numerical models employ to handle these processes

range from very simple to enormously complex. Con-

densed water particles come in a variety of basic species

and sizes, and even in small volumes are far too nu-

merous to individually track. Therefore, MPs have been

developed that are either of the spectral or bulk varie-

ties. In spectral (bin) microphysics the particle size dis-

tribution (PSD) is partitioned into discrete bins, and the

evolution of particles through these partitions is mod-

eled, which is usually a very expensive undertaking.

As a consequence, the vast majority of models employ

bulk schemes in which the PSD for each species is

specified separately. One of the earliest bulk MPs, the

Kessler (1969) scheme, considered only ‘‘warm rain’’

processes involving cloud droplets and rainwater. Cloud

droplets were presumed to be monodispersed (of con-

stant size) and sufficiently small to be free-floating rel-

ative to still air. Raindrops were represented by an

exponential size distribution (Fig. 11-1) characterized by

an intercept (N0) and a slope (l), so thatND, the number

of drops of diameter D, is given by

N
D
5N

0
e2lD . (11-1)

This originated with the pioneering study of Marshall

and Palmer (1948), who found that, except for the very

smallest drop diameters, there was an exponential de-

crease in the number of rain drops collected as the di-

ameter increased.

The total number of particles, N, is determined by in-

tegrating (11-1) over all possible drop sizes, which yields

N5
N

0

l
.

If the drop is spherical, individual raindrops of diameter

D have mass MD 5 rl(p/6)D
3, where rl is the density of

liquid water. The area under the line depicted in Fig. 11-

1 is related to the total rainwater content in the model’s

grid volume, rqr, where r is the air density and qr is the

rainwater mixing ratio in kilograms of liquid per kilo-

gram of air, which is presumed to be spread equally

through the grid volume. Integrating over all drop sizes

results in a relationship between the slope and intercept

given by

l5

�
r
l
N

0
p

rq
r

�1/4

. (11-2)

The bulk terminal velocity applied to all raindrops in the

volume is computed similarly, by taking the equation

for a single drop of diameter D and integrating over all

diameters.

‘‘Single-moment’’ bulk MPs generally have fixed ei-

ther N0 or l. While fixing the intercept is more

common,4 holding either constant is problematic. Con-

stant N0 means that the slope becomes more horizontal

as the rainwater content increases, which implies that

incremental increases in rain content come from as-

sumed growth in the relatively larger drops within the

PSD. ‘‘Double-moment’’ schemes relieve this constraint

by prognosing the total mass and number of drops sep-

arately, which is more realistic but increases the com-

putational complexity. More modern schemes have

addressed some of the inherent limitations of particle

size distributions based on (11-1) by adopting other

functional shapes, such as the ‘‘gamma’’ distribution (cf.

Willis 1984; Ziegler 1985; Seifert and Beheng 2006).

FIG. 11-1. Exponential (Marshall–Palmer) particle size distribu-

tion for number of particles (ND) vs diameter (D), which assumes

a fixed interceptN0 with slope l determined by particlemass content.

4 Tripoli andCotton (1980) is an example of the fixed l approach.
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Whatever assumptions are made, bulk MPs employ

integrations of the continuous collection equation

(CCE) over the presumed PSDs to handle processes

such as the accretion of cloud droplets by more swiftly

falling raindrops. The CCE is based on the idea that a

particle sweeps out a cylindrical volume as it falls rela-

tive to still air and/or other particles (Kessler 1969; Lin

et al. 1983). Kessler (1969) further approximated the

CCE for this process and also handled the creation of

new raindrops from cloud droplet aggregation (the au-

toconversion process) in a particularly simple way.

Along with a saturation adjustment for transferring

mass between vapor and cloud water, and an equation

for rainwater evaporation (cloud droplets were assumed

to evaporate instantly in subsaturated air), the Kessler

scheme can be implemented in just a few lines of code.

By contrast, schemes that incorporate various species

of ice (such as free-floating ice crystals, low-density

snow, medium-density graupel, and/or high-density

hail), more sophisticated PSDs and/or higher moments

are much, much more complicated, and can claim a

sizable fraction of the computing time required for a

given simulation. These ‘‘ice-bearing schemes’’ embody

many additional assumptions (including collision effi-

ciencies for various two- and three-body collisions, ice

multiplication, riming, melting, etc.) and require con-

siderably more computational effort. Numerous MPs

exist, which often differ solely with respect to ostensibly

subtle factors such as the fall speed of graupel particles

or how efficiently ice crystals evolve into snow. As dis-

cussed in section 4, research has shown these factors can

have an outsized effect on TC structure, motion, and

intensity.

b. Radiation and interaction with hydrometeors

Atmospheric gases such as water vapor, carbon di-

oxide, and ozone are selective absorbers of thermal ra-

diation. These gases, other particles, and Earth’s surface

also scatter and emit radiation, nearly all of the latter

occurring in the LW portion of the radiation spectrum.

As radiative processes represent an important part of

the energy balance of the atmosphere and Earth’s sur-

face, operational simulations of TCs typically make use

of a radiation parameterization, of which several are

available in the WRF platform (including RRTM,

RRTMG, CAM, Goddard, Dudhia, Fu–Liou–Gu, and

GFDL). These codes represent attempts to model very

complex and time-consuming processes in a more effi-

cient manner, but can still be quite computationally

expensive.

When a multiday simulation is initialized with the

Jordan (1958) sounding in which convection is not per-

mitted (see P7), these radiation schemes tend to produce

about 1Kday21 of SW warming and about 2Kday21

LW cooling in the lower-to-middle troposphere, for a

net radiative forcing of about 21Kday21 averaged

through the diurnal cycle (Fig. 11-2). These profiles

appear reasonable for amoist environment [cf. Figs. 3.18

and 4.15a in Liou (2002)] and variability among avail-

able schemes appears minor (not shown). By contrast,

many idealized studies either neglect diabatic forcings

associated with radiation or handle it in a very simple

manner. As an example, Rotunno and Emanuel (1987)

used Newtonian cooling for the express purpose of

preventing the model atmosphere from straying too far

from the initial hurricane environment.

The above describes background or ‘‘clear-sky’’ ra-

diation, as it is independent of condensate content and

convective activity. Hydrometeors also participate in

the absorption of SW, and absorption and emission of

LW radiation, representing the CRF. The various pa-

rameterizations handle resolved condensate, as well as

subgrid-scale clouds, in different ways. Stephens (1978)

related CRF to the cloudwater path, which is the integral

of cloud water content over depth. This concept was

implemented in the original RRTM LW and Dudhia

SW schemes via specified, species-dependent absorp-

tion and emission coefficients (�). For LW (Table 11-2),

FIG. 11-2. Tendencies (K day21) averaged over space and

through one diurnal cycle for LW (blue), SW (red), and net (black)

radiation from an HWRF simulation undisturbed by convection

using the RRTMG parameterization. From P7.
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the coefficient assigned to free-floating cloud ice (�i) is

one-half that used for liquid droplets, but is over 31 times

that for snow (�s) and about 222 times the absorption

coefficient applied for rainwater (for mass contents of

1 kgm23). In the RRTM LW scheme, graupel is com-

pletely ignored. In the P3 study, �i and �s were varied to

crudely illustrate the effect of shifting condensate mass

among various species, which in some cases had a non-

trivial impact on TC track. RRTMG has introduced new

ways of handling hydrometeor effects, which produce

qualitatively similar results but are less straightforward

to adjust.

4. Synopsis of CRF impacts

a. Microphysics influences on TCs

For some time, we have appreciated that cloud mi-

crophysical assumptions can materially influence TC

intensity, but with considerable variability among the

real and idealized cases examined, which suggests that

microphysical processes are both important and an in-

tegral part of forecast uncertainty [e.g., see review by

Tao et al. (2011)]. For example, Lord et al. (1984) con-

cluded that including ice processes resulted in a signifi-

cantly stronger storm, and McFarquhar et al. (2006)

found intensity generally increased as graupel fall

speeds were increased. In contrast, P2 found that faster

tangential winds were simulated when graupel forma-

tion was suppressed in the Purdue–Lin (Lin et al. 1983;

Chen and Sun 2002) ice MP scheme. Excluding graupel

increased the storm intensity by about 10% relative to

the original version of Purdue–Lin, which made it about

30% stronger than its warm rain (Kessler) counterpart

(see P2’s Fig. 14). In other studies, excluding ice pro-

duced TCs that intensified more rapidly and/or attained

higher intensity at maturity (e.g., Hausman et al. 2006;

Li and Pu 2008; Stern and Nolan 2012).

Thus, microphysical parameterizations may incorpo-

rate a variety of processes that individually may increase

or suppress TCorganization and/or intensity; however, the

net result is sensitively dependent on precisely how the

various processes combine. Many of these processes in-

volve diabatic heating or cooling. Wang (2002) and Zhu

and Zhang (2006) showed that excluding some sources of

diabatic cooling encouraged more rapid intensification

and lower central pressures during TC maturity. In par-

ticular, Wang’s (2002) simulation called NMLT (for ‘‘no

melting’’), which neglected all melting of snow and grau-

pel as well as rain evaporation, became organized much

more rapidly and reached a substantially lower sea level

pressure (SLP) than the other simulations (Fig. 11-3). Bu

(2012) studied the organization of TCs in an axisymmetric

version of the CM1 model, primarily using versions of the

Kessler MP. She found that TC organization was most

rapid and efficient when condensation was immediately

removed upon creation, which excludes both diabatic

cooling from evaporation and hydrometeor loading, but

that simply preventing rainwater formation alone was not

sufficient (Fig. 11-4) to hasten storm organization.

Prior studies have shown that TC behavior (e.g.,

Willoughby et al. 1984) and structure (e.g., P1–P7) are

both sensitive to microphysics. The symmetric compo-

nents of the 10-m wind speed from the 13 simulations

conducted for the P3 study (Fig. 11-5) were obtained by

TABLE 11-2. LW absorption/emission coefficients (�) used in the

original RRTM scheme.

Species

Coefficient

(m2 g21)

Relative magnitude

to cloud droplets for

1 kgm23 mass content

Cloud droplets qc 0.144 —

Cloud ice qi 0.0735 0.510

Snow qs 0.00234 0.016

Rain drops qr 0.00033 0.002

Graupel qg 0.0 0.0

FIG. 11-3. Evolution of (a) maximum wind speed (m s21) at the

lowest model level and (b) minimum SLP (hPa) for several ex-

periments, including the control run (CTRL), a warm rain without

ice (WMRN), a simulation including hail (HAIL), and runs in

which melting (NMLT) or evaporation (NEVP) were neglected.

From Wang (2002).
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temporally averaging the field in a vortex-following

fashion over the final day of a 4-day simulation, and

then averaging again in the azimuthal direction; see P2

for more information. In addition to the warm rain

Kessler (K) scheme, five ice-bearing schemes were

considered: the single-moment WRF single moment

three-class [WSM3 (W)] and six-class [WSM6 (W6)] and

Purdue–Lin (L) MPs, as well as two versions of the

Seifert and Beheng (2006) double-moment parameter-

ization (S1 and S2) that differ with respect to ice-to-snow

conversion (Table 11-3). Note that the warm rain

scheme results in a storm with a uniquely wide eye and

broad outer wind profile compared to the structure

simulated with the ice-bearing schemes; this will be ex-

plored in more detail presently.

Even fairly subtle variations in outer wind strength are

potentially very important as these winds influence TC

motion owing to the ‘‘beta drift.’’ Differential advection

of planetary vorticity by the storm’s cyclonic circulation

creates gyres that combine to establish a ‘‘ventilation

flow’’ across the vortex (e.g., Holland 1983; Fiorino and

Elsberry 1989) that impels motion on a curved Earth,

even in environments with no mean current. Using a

barotropic model, Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) demon-

strated that this ventilation flow influences the speed and

direction of TC motion (Fig. 11-6). Even though the

wind profiles (Fig. 11-6a) only varied beyond radius r5
300km from the center, distinctly different tracks

(Fig. 11-6b) are predicted in the experiment, with the

strongest outer winds resulting in both the most rapid

and most relatively westerly motion.

A straightforward application of Fiorino and Elsberry’s

(1989) findings to the Fig. 11-5 profiles would predict that

the relatively strong outer winds of the Kessler TC would

lead to the fastest motion and the most northwestward

track, while the simulated storms with weaker cyclonic

flow at large radii would be expected to have slower and

more northward motions. This is indeed what occurred in

P3’s experiment (Fig. 11-7a).5 After an organizational

stage, the warm rain storm moved northwest at over

9.7kmh21 (2.7ms21), while the other storm motions

were much slower with direction during maturity that

varied more than speed (4–6kmh21, 1–1.7ms21). Such

motions fall into the range of typical beta drift speeds of

1–4ms21 (cf. Holland 1983; Chan and Williams 1987).

Figure 11-8 depicts motion during the last 12h of the in-

tegration for a version of P3’s experiment, augmented to

include theThompson and Ferrier (Thompson et al. 2008;

Ferrier et al. 2002) MPs and additional radiative schemes

(Table 11-1). The variation in motion directions implies a

widening range of tracks with time.

In a warm-core vortex, the poleward-directed venti-

lation flow established by the beta gyres should weaken

with height (e.g., Bender 1997), which then results in a

northwesterly to northerly vertical shear across the TC

that acts to enhance inner-core convective activity on its

FIG. 11-4. Minimum SLP from axisymmetric CM1 model simu-

lations made using microphysical variants of the warm rain Kessler

(K) scheme. Simulations NR and NCR prevented the formation of

raindrops and both cloud droplets and raindrops, respectively.

From Bu (2012).

FIG. 11-5. Symmetric components of the 10-m wind speed

(m s21), temporally averaged over a diurnal cycle in a vortex-

following fashion, from ARW simulations conducted for the P3

study. Microphysical schemes considered include Kessler (K),

two versions of Seifert–Beheng (S1 and S2), WSM3 (W), WSM6

(W6), and Purdue–Lin (L); see Table 11-3. Asterisks indicate

CRF-off runs and S#2 is the LW absorption sensitivity test from P3.

Note the vertical axis is log scaled.

5 Keep in mind the model has no land, and a coastline was pro-

vided for scale only.
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downshear and downshear-left flanks (e.g., Frank and

Ritchie 1999; Corbosiero andMolinari 2002). Consistent

with this interpretation, a sample of cases using P5’s

experimental design reveals lower tropospheric average

vertical motions that are generally concentrated on the

storm’s eastern and southeastern sides (Fig. 11-9), al-

though notice that the patterns and degrees of asym-

metry vary among the MP schemes. Note that the

simulation with the warm rain MP generated the widest

and most symmetric updraft pattern, which is consistent

with its especially broad wind profile (Fig. 11-5).

This asymmetric diabatic heating also appears to

modulate TC motion in ways that compete or cooperate

with the ventilation flow, depending on the orientation

of the asymmetry pattern that varies depending on

microphysical assumptions. Wu and Wang (2000)

employed a potential vorticity (PV) diagnostic for TC

motion in which the relative contributions to the PV

tendency (PVT) due to the advection (horizontal and

vertical, herein labeled HA and VA), friction, and a

term proportional to gradients of diabatic heating, Q

(herein labeled DH). Specifically, the wavenumber-1

components of the PVT contributions were computed,

using a least squares technique (see Wu and Wang

2000). The combination of the DH, VA, and the (typi-

cally small) residual terms will be called DH*. Since the

contributions of all terms tended to shift with height

(Fig. 11-10), however, they are not truly independent

and stronglymodulate each other (cf. P5). Papers P3 and

P6 addressed the height variation by averaging the terms

vertically through the lower troposphere above the

boundary layer; P6 noted that the lack of independence

encourages a fundamentally qualitative and compara-

tive application.

The arrows on Fig. 11-9 represent storm motion (C)

and the contributions to PVT from DH and DH*. Al-

though not shown, the horizontal advection term can be

inferred as the difference between C and DH*; as ex-

pected, HA is generally directed northwestward, since it

is in large part the advection of PV by the ventilation

flow. Since the Kessler TC (Fig. 11-9a) has the most

symmetric vortex, the magnitude of DH is very small

and DH* is effectively zero, so the diabatic forcing in

this simulated TC is not effective at opposing the mo-

tion due to the ventilation flow, which is substantial

owing to the strength of this TC’s outer wind profile.

TABLE 11-3. Microphysics schemes referenced in this paper.

Symbol Name Reference(s)

K Kessler (warm rain) Kessler (1969)

L Purdue–Lin Lin et al. (1983), Chen and Sun (2002)

W WSM3 (WRF single moment, 3-class) Hong et al. (2004)

W6 WSM6 (WRF single moment, 6-class) Hong et al. (2004), Dudhia et al. (2008)

T Thompson Thompson et al. (2008)

F Ferrier Ferrier et al. (2002)

S1, S2 Seifert–Beheng Seifert and Beheng (2006), Fovell et al. (2010b)

FIG. 11-6. (a) Initial tangential wind profiles and (b) correspond-

ing tracks to 72 h from the Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) experiment.

In (b), markers are separated by 12 h.
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Consequently, the Kessler TC has the fastest motion

among the bubble-initialized storms.

In contrast, the simulations with ice-bearing MPs

all have weaker outer wind profiles (Fig. 11-5) as well as

substantially more asymmetric vertical velocity and

heating patterns (Fig. 11-9). The S2 (with RRTM/

Dudhia), T@ (Thompson, with RRTMG), and F (Ferrier,

withGFDL radiation) cases (Figs. 11-9b–d) are examples

of the range of TC structures and translations among

these storms. Among them, the T@ case has the fastest

translation speed and moved north-northwestward at

5.9kmh21 (1.6ms21), which is substantially slower

than the K storm but still exceeds the motions of S2
(3.6 kmh21 or 1ms21) and F/GFDL (3.8 kmh21 or

1.1ms21). The somewhat faster storm motion in the T@

simulation may have been due to the small contribution

of the diabatic heating term in the direction of beta drift

(Fig. 11-9b), even though the storm has weaker outer

winds relative to theKcase.6 In theS2 simulation (Fig. 11-9c),

the diabatic heating term appears to be opposing the

beta drift, while the concentrated asymmetric heating

on the F/GFDL storm’s eastern flank (Fig. 11-9d) may

explain why it developed the most eastward track

(Fig. 11-8). Naturally, this particular aspect of storm

motion could not be captured in Fiorino and Elsberry’s

FIG. 11-7. 12-hourly cyclone positions over 72 h for simulations K, L,W,W6, and S1 and S2 (see Fig. 11-5 and Table

11-3) with CRF (a) on and (b) off. The 72-h K simulation position is beyond the subdomain depicted. The U.S. Gulf

Coast segment is included only for scale as the model has no land. Simulations employedWRF v. 2.2.1, RRTM LW,

and Dudhia SW. Adapted from P3.

FIG. 11-8. Storm motion vectors for the 60–72-h period from sim-

ulations made for the P3 study (see Fig. 11-7 caption). The augmented

P3 study adds simulations using WRF v. 3.2 employing Thompson

(T) and Ferrier (F)microphysics, theRRTMGLWand SW(indicated

by @ sign) schemes, and GFDL radiation. Adapted from P3.

6 It needs to be kept in mind that while microphysical diabatic

heating, Q, logically tends to be well correlated with vertical ve-

locity, the DH term actually consists of the gradients of Q multi-

plied by vorticity, along with other terms. This is why the DH

vectors may not point toward where the air is ascending most

strongly. See P6 for more information.
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FIG. 11-9. Vertical velocity averaged from the surface to 500 hPa (mass-weighted) and over 150 km

3150 km portions of the model’s single, 4-km resolution domain, from P3 and augmented P3 simulations

(Table 11-1) using various MP and radiation schemes. Fields were averaged in a vortex-following manner

over day 4 of the simulations. Superposed are vectors indicating storm motion (C) and contributions to

motion from diabatic heating (DH) and a combination of DH and vertical advection (called DH*). The top

of the figure represents north.
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(1989) barotropic model, but it appears to make an

important, and possibly crucial, contribution to the

storm motion.

Sensitivity to microphysics has beenmost pronounced

in our experiments using the bubble initialization. In

P5’s study, simulations commencing with artificially

supplied initial outer wind profiles defined by a struc-

tural parameter, a (see section 4c), appeared to be quite

‘‘resilient’’ to the effects of the beta shear, and thus less

likely than their bubble counterparts to develop asym-

metric updraft (Fig. 11-11) and heating structures. As a

consequence, these simulated TCs had significantly

faster translation speeds thanmighthavebeenexpected from

their symmetric outer wind profiles (Fig. 11-13). For exam-

ple, note that the a 5 0.75 run had outer winds comparable

to the bubble TC, but had a 2.6 times faster translation speed

(2.43 vs 0.92ms22; see P5’s Table 2). The realism of the re-

silient bogussed vortices awaits closer examination.

PVT analysis was employed in P6 to examine how and

why TCs tend to change direction and speed as they

approach a mountainous island such as Taiwan, which

contains a prominent central mountain range (CMR)

roughly parallel to its east coast, by introducing an ob-

stacle resembling Taiwan into the aquaplanet frame-

work (Fig. 11-13). A novel element of the P6 study

was that the Taiwan-like island was made of water,

which removes potential complications such as changes

in surface friction and fluxes after landfall. The bogus-

initialized TC initially had little asymmetry in its heating

and rainfall fields (reflecting vortex resilience) as it ap-

proached the obstacle island from the southeast.With the

weak basic current included in this experiment, the TC

had a relatively rapid translation during this period

(Figs. 11-13a,b). Once the cyclonic storm circulation be-

gan being affected by the CMR, however, the TC di-

rection and speed changed in a manner consistent with

the influence of the DH* term (Figs. 11-13c,d). Speed and

direction variations continued as the TC crossed the

CMR, which affected the orientation of the topographi-

cally driven diabatic forcing (Figs. 11-13e,f). In summary,

this study clearly reveals that terrain-induced asymmetries

in diabatic heating suffice to profoundly impact the mo-

tion of a cyclonic vortex over an island barrier.

b. Cloud-radiative forcing

We have seen that microphysics clearly exerts an im-

portant influence on TC track and structure. The P3

experiment, however, revealed a surprising finding:

these variations in track and structure largely dis-

appeared when the radiative forcing owing to clouds was

neglected, rendering clouds essentially transparent to

radiation. The first indication that radiation was im-

portant came in P2, which showed that while the

FIG. 11-10. Contributions of horizontal advection (HA), vertical

advection (VA), and diabatic heating (DH) to storm translation

(C) at 36 h at three levels from one of Wu and Wang’s (2000) ex-

periments. Maximum vector length is 2.9m s21. Adapted fromWu

and Wang (2000).
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K storm’s track was not sensitive to which radiation

parameterization (RRTM or CAM) was selected, storm

translation was dramatically slower when no radiative

scheme was used (P2’s Fig. 9). That was a crude version

of P3’s and P7’s experiments in which only the specific

influence of hydrometeors on radiation was deactivated,

but the background (clear-sky) LW and SW forcings

were retained. Figure 11-7b reveals the members of P3’s

microphysical ensemble had a similar speed and di-

rection of motion evolution, including especially the

Kessler version K*, which is clearly the most dissimilar

from its ‘‘cloudy’’ counterpart.7

The shift to slower, more northward motions is con-

sistent with the storms’ weaker symmetric outer wind

profiles (Fig. 11-5). Note further that deactivating CRF

materially altered the storm structure (Figs. 11-9e,f; see

also P3’s Figs. 2e–h). The CRF-off cases tend to be

narrower, even more asymmetric, and resemble each

other far more than they do any of the CRF-on cases.8

The shift with the warm rain MP (Figs. 11-9a,e) is es-

pecially dramatic, and the similarity between K* and S2*

is striking, especially with respect to the relatively strong

and deep downdrafts that appear in the northwestern

quadrants of these storms that are absent when CRF is

active. Note that the F/GFDL case (Fig. 11-9d) has in-

termediate characteristics between the CRF-on and

CRF-off cases. P7 showed that this model physics

FIG. 11-11. Mass-weighted vertically averaged vertical velocity over the lowest 4.3 km (shaded) for the last day of

4-day simulations using (a) the bubble initialization and (b) a bogus vortex, from P5’s high-resolution simulations (see

Table 11-1);Rm0 and a0 are initial values used in the Rankine formula [(11-3)]. As in Fig. 11-9, vectors represent storm

motion (C) and the HA and DH* motion contributions. For (b), the DH* term is essentially zero. Adapted from P5.

FIG. 11-12. Symmetric components of 850-hPa wind speed

(m s21) for 3-km resolution experiments constructed from vortex-

following composites averaged during the final 24-h period. The

a and bubble designations refer to the initializations, and a values

shown are 0.5 (solid), 0.625 (dashed-dotted), 0.75 (long dashed),

and 0.9 (short dashed). Adapted from P5.

7 Deactivation of cloud-radiative forcing is indicated with an

asterisk (e.g., K*, S2*, etc.).
8 As noted earlier, the intensity tendency noted in P3 is contra-

dicted in other experiments, which is why it is not emphasized here.
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FIG. 11-13. Vortex-following composite fields averaged over three periods (T) from one of

P6’s experiments. (left) Vertically averaged diabatic heating Q (color shaded, K s21) and

symmetric PV structure [blue contours, unit is PVU (1 PVU5 1026 m2 s21 K kg21)], along with

motionC (black), and DH (red) terms. (right) Composite rainfall (shaded) and wind vectors at

the lowest model level. Averaging periods are (a),(b) 24–27, (c),(d) 32–35, and (e),(f) 48–57 h,

and indicated by filled circles on the superposed storm tracks. From P6.
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combination, which closely resembles that employed in

the operational HWRF, results in a substantially reduced

cloud-radiative forcing owing to how that parameteriza-

tion is implemented (see P7 for more information).

As indicated in section 3a, MP schemes may range

from the simple to complex with respect to how many

hydrometeor species are included and precisely how

they are handled. However, it seems very clear that the

major reason why microphysics can influence TC

structure andmotion is because condensate particles can

influence radiative heating and cooling. CRF sensitivity

therefore emerges precisely because MPs tend to pro-

duce different amounts of condensate species (Fig.

11-14) that have significantly disparate radiative im-

pacts when CRF is active. A scheme that produces much

more cloud ice than snow, such as S2 (Fig. 11-14d),

should have much larger CRF than ones with a swift

evolutionary path to graupel such as the L (Fig. 11-14a)

or W6 (Fig. 11-14b) MPs. Note that over 70% of the

azimuthally and column-averaged ice mass in the L

storm is in the form of graupel (Fig. 11-14a), which ob-

servations (McFarquhar and Black 2004; McFarquhar

et al. 2006) suggest is unreasonably large, and less than

10% is in cloud ice. Of course, the warm rain scheme

generates copious amounts of cloud droplets, which are

presumed to be more radiatively active than even cloud

ice (not shown), which is why rendering them trans-

parent to radiation had such a profound effect on the

storm. It is probably easier to identify unrealistic con-

densate combinations than realistic ones, but these ex-

amples demonstrate that the consequences of these

arguable microphysical assumptions are not small.

P3 further explored sensitivity to LW radiation via

manipulation of the RRTM scheme’s absorption co-

efficients for MP schemes S2 and W6 by making snow

either completely transparent to radiation (simulations

S2̂ and W6̂ ) or by treating cloud ice similarly to less

radiatively active snow (simulations S#2 and W6#).

Rendering frozen condensate progressively more trans-

parent resulted in eastward shifts of the simulated tracks

FIG. 11-14. Ice species fractions vs radial distance from the eye computed using symmetric components from

temporally averaged vortex-following composites for simulations using versions of the (a) L, (b) S1, (c)W6, and (d) S2
MPs (see Table 11-3). Asterisks denote CRF is ignored; simulation S#2 treats cloud ice as snow for radiative calcu-

lations. Augmented from P4.
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(Fig. 11-15) as the magnitude of the storm outer winds

decreased (Fig. 11-5), even though the relative distribution

of frozen hydrometeors among the ice species was little

affected (Figs. 11-14c,d).Among these three S2 variants, we

see that S#2 falls between the other two with respect to the

radial extent of its microphysical diabatic heating and

tangential wind fields (Figs. 11-16a–c). Although the asso-

ciation between the 1Kh21 diabatic forcing and 20ms21

wind contourswith respect to position in these figures is very

likely coincidental, it is clear that both extend radially farther

outward as the radiative footprint of ice increases. These

fields can be compared to theP7 study that usedHWRFand

Thompson microphysics (see their Figs. 4, 5, and 8).

The net cloud-radiative forcing from the combination

of LWandSWaveraged through the diurnal cycle consists

of cooling along the top of the cloud anvil and warming

within the cloudy region (Fig. 11-16d–f; see also P7’s

Figs. 5 and 6). This pattern depends on CRF (and thus is

absent in S2*; Fig. 11-16e) and is far better developed when

LW absorption and emission by ice is enhanced. Vertical

profiles of temporally and spatially averaged net radia-

tion (Fig. 11-17; see also P7’s Fig. 7) reveal that only the

CRF-on case possessed net warming in the troposphere

within 350km of the storm center.9 P7 demonstrated that

the sign reversal for net radiation relative to clear-sky

conditions in the CRF-active case was nearly all due to

the hydrometeor effect on longwave absorption as SW

radiation failed to penetrate the thick ice cloud (P7’s

Fig. 6). The CRF field is considerably more extensive ra-

dially for the CRF-active case (Fig. 11-16d), which re-

flects an expanded anvil (contoured field) in that case.

The S2 variants examined herein represent the range

of structural variations produced by other MP schemes

in our experiment since altering the LW hydrometeor

coefficients essentially mimics shifts in frozen water

speciation. There is also some sensitivity to the radiation

parameterization, especially with respect to the LW

cooling at the cloud top. For example, employing

RRTMG for LW and SW (in place of RRTM and

Dudhia) with the S2 scheme reduces the net radiative

forcing by about one-half (simulation labeled S@2 in

Fig. 11-17), which is a consequence of both reduced LW

cooling and increased SW absorption (not shown).

However, net radiative forcing is little affected at lower

levels, and the role of cloud-top cooling in TC structure

appears to be quite limited anyway (see next subsection).

c. How and why CRF influences TC structure

After documenting comparable differences between

CRF-active and CRF-inactive TCs simulated using a

semi-idealized version of the three-dimensional HWRF

with Thompson MP and RRTMG radiation, P7 offered

an explanation for how and why radiative forcing asso-

ciated with hydrometeors causes radially expandedwind

FIG. 11-15. As in Fig. 11-7, except for versions of W6 and S2 that demonstrate LW absorption/emission coefficient

sensitivity. Simulations designated with the hash symbol (#) treat cloud ice as snow for LW calculations, while those

designated with the caret (̂ ) ignore the contribution of snow. Adapted from P3.

9 The clear-sky profiles shown for comparison were obtained in

the manner described in P7.
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and heating fields. An axisymmetric version of CM1

with 5-km radial resolution was used, and the simula-

tions were integrated to maturity using a version of

Thompson microphysics with the Goddard LW and SW

schemes. Although some differences are apparent,

which reflect alterations with respect to the model

framework, initial sounding, and physical parameteri-

zations, activating CRF is yet again found to widen the

eye and enhance the secondary circulation, including the

upper-level outflow (see P7’s Fig. 9), and result in a

substantially expanded wind field (Fig. 11-18). The net

radiative forcing field is comparable in magnitude and

spatial pattern to those from other models (Fig. 11-19a)

despite the employment of a different radiation pack-

age. It is again seen that the condensation field is

expanded when CRF is active (see difference field

in Fig. 11-19c), which reinforces the association between

CRF and enhanced convective activity in the outer

core region.

While it is logical that the cloud-radiative forcing field

is only as wide as the cloudy area, this does not mean

CRF actively helped expand the anvil or winds. To ad-

dress this, P7 introduced the ‘‘CRF-fixed’’ experiment

(Fig. 11-19d) in which the time-dependent CRF field was

replaced with the CRF-on run’s temporal average,

which was computed during maturity and over multiple

diurnal cycles. The field was then introduced at the ini-

tial time and held constant during the integration,

thereby rendering it independent of convective activity.

The CRF-fixed simulation produced a cloud shield

FIG. 11-16. Radius–height cross sections of (a)–(c) net diabatic heating from microphysics (shaded as shown, 1 K h21 contour super-

posed) and tangential wind (20m s21 contour highlighted), and (d)–(f) radial wind (shaded as shown, 9m s21 contour superposed) and net

radiation (contour intervals 0.2 and 0.075K h21 for negative and positive values, respectively) for three versions of the S2 scheme. Each

field represents the azimuthally symmetric components extracted from vortex-following composites constructed over the final 24 h.
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(Fig. 11-19d) and tangential wind field (Fig. 11-18) that

was comparable to the CRF-on case that supplied its

radiative forcing (Fig. 11-19a).10 Furthermore, the hor-

izontal scale of the imposed CRF field can be altered

arbitrarily, and the fact that the cloudy area directly

responds to it (Fig. 11-20) clearly demonstrates that this

relatively small diabatic forcing plays an integral role in

determining anvil extent.

P7 also explored the direct and indirect impacts of

CRF with a dry version of CM1 into which diabatic

forcings from the moist experiments were inserted

(Fig. 11-21). The dry model response to the full, tem-

porally averaged CRF field was characterized by en-

hanced upper-tropospheric outflow (Fig. 11-21a), which

may help explain why the CRF-active storms possessed

stronger radial winds there. Note that the outflow also

transports the very hydrometeors that cause the radia-

tive forcing in the first place, so strengthening the out-

flow should lead to a progressively wider anvil, at least in

the upper troposphere (depicted in Fig. 11-22). This

scenario represents an apparent positive feedback pro-

cess between the CRF and the radial outflow, and a

fundamentally similar ideawas explored byKrueger and

Zuluaf (2002) and Durran et al. (2009).

At first, it was believed that the primary agent of the

outflow enhancement would be the LW cooling at cloud

top, as this is relatively larger in magnitude and pos-

sesses sharper horizontal and vertical gradients. Yet, P7

showed that the net cooling at cloud top played almost

no role in the radial enhancement. The ‘‘CRF , 0’’

version of the CRF-fixed experiment, which only re-

tained the negative forcing, looks little different

(Figs. 11-18 and 11-19e) from the case which neglected

radiative forcing altogether (Fig. 11-19b). It is the subtle

warming within the cloud shield, a consequence of the

influence of hydrometeors on LW absorption and emis-

sion, that is relevant to the storm expansion, as demon-

strated by the ‘‘CRF . 0’’ experiment (Fig. 11-19f).

The dry model experiments of P7 also suggested that

the in-cloud LW warming is primarily responsible for

the enhanced outflow in the upper troposphere (Figs.

11-21b,c). The direct result of the positive CRF forcing

is to produce very weak but deep and persistent ascent

FIG. 11-17. Vertical profiles of net radiative forcing tendencies

(K day21), averaged over a 350-km radius centered on the storm

through a diurnal cycle, for four versions of S2, along with the

undisturbed clear-sky profiles for RRTMG and RRTM/Dudhia. In

addition to CRF-on and CRF-off simulations with RRTM/Dudhia

(S2 and S2*), case S#2 treats cloud ice as snow for LW calculations,

and S@2 employed the RRTMG scheme.

FIG. 11-18. Radial profiles of temporally averaged 10-m wind

speed from CM1 experiments using Thompson MP and Goddard

radiation and including CRF-on, CRF-off, and CRF-fixed cases.

Simulations ‘‘CRF$ 0’’ and ‘‘CRF# 0’’ are versions of CRF-fixed

in which only the positive and negative CRF forcings were re-

tained. Experiments ‘‘Outflow Vt 5 0’’ and ‘‘Outflow qx 5 0’’ are

versions of CRF-fixed in which the terminal velocity and mixing

ratio of hydrometeors in the outflow were set to zero, respectively.

Radii of the 34-kt (17.5m s21) wind are indicated. Averaged be-

tween days 9 and 12, inclusive. From P7.

10 The radial extent of the anvil and wind actually exceeded that

of the CRF-on TC during the period shown because the cloud-

radiative forcing was applied from the initial time, while the

CRF-on simulation required several days to achieve forcing of

comparable spatial extent and magnitude.
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throughout the cloud shield (Fig. 11-21d). In a two-

dimensional but slab-symmetric geometry, such con-

centrated rising motion could be expected to result in

some amount of flow directed away from the heat

source in both horizontal directions. In this axisym-

metric framework, however, inertial stability strongly

resists inward radial displacements (e.g., Eliassen 1951;

Shapiro and Willoughby 1982; Holland and Merrill

1984), and thus the radial wind response is strongly

biased toward outflow. The LW cooling at cloud top

may be more extensive than the in-cloud LW warming,

but it also occupies a much smaller volume. Vertically

extensive, if gentle, ascent accomplishes the upward mass

transport necessary to enhance upper-tropospheric out-

flow of appreciable magnitude.

It was also initially believed that the enhanced upper-

tropospheric radial outflow associated with CRF, whether

responding to LW cooling or warming or some combi-

nation thereof, was directly responsible for enabling the

enhanced outer region convection, with the concomitant

radial broadening of the tangential wind field. We hy-

pothesized (in P4) that outward transport of hydrome-

teors not only provided the aforementioned positive

feedback but also, through fallout and subsequent re-

conversion to vapor, helped moisten the outer core,

eventually rendering it more conducive to the convective

FIG. 11-19. Total condensate (shaded, note logarithmic scale) and net radiation [negative (dashed) contour interval 0.1 K h21, and

positive (solid) interval 0.05K h21] for CM1 Thompson/Goddard model storms, averaged as in Fig. 11-17: (a) CRF-on, (b) CRF-off, and

(c) difference between CRF-on and CRF-off. At right, similar displays from members of the CRF-fixed experiment: (d) CRF-fixed,

(e) CRF-fixed with only negative CRF forcing (CRF# 0), and (f) CRF-fixed with only positive CRF forcing (CRF$ 0). Letters ‘‘C’’ and

‘‘W’’ highlight local maxima of diabatic cooling and warming, respectively. In (c), the color legend at bottom left is used; other panels use

the bottom-right legend. From P7.
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activity (see Fig. 11-22) that has been associated with

broader wind fields. As the convective activity expanded

outward, upward mass transport associated with it

helped further augment and expand the upper-tropospheric

outflow, and transport even more hydrometeors farther

outward. This is another positive feedback leading to

storm expansion with respect to the anvil and winds.

This proposed explanation was tested (in P7) by ar-

tificially interfering with the radial transport of hydro-

meteors in the upper-tropospheric outflow. In the

FIG. 11-20. As in Fig. 11-19d, but with the horizontal scale of the imposed CRF field varied

from (a) 1.5 times, (b) 1.0 times, and (c) 0.5 times the original radial extent employed in the

CRF-fixed simulation. Note the horizontal domain area shown has been increased to 450 km.
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experiment ‘‘Outflow Vt 5 0’’, condensation particles

within the outflow beyond the radius of maximum wind

(RMW) were given zero terminal velocity, which pre-

vented them from easily settling into the dry mid-

tropospheric region below the anvil shield. This

restriction did not prevent convective activity (not

shown) and the development of a wind field comparably

broad to the CRF-on TC (Fig. 11-18). Forcing complete

removal of hydrometeors within the radial outflow

(experiment ‘‘Outflow qx5 0’’ in Fig. 11-18) also failed

to prevent the development of a materially wider storm.

Thus, P7 concluded that the primary agent for in-

ducing the convective activity was the very weak but

deep and persistent ascent produced by the LW warm-

ing throughout the cloud shield (Fig. 11-21d). Its direct

effect is to lift, very gently, air parcels toward their sat-

uration points. Once saturation is achieved in a partic-

ular area, the much larger diabatic forcings associated

with vapor phase changes and other microphysical

processes can establish and sustain the enhanced outer-

core convective activity that characterizes CRF-active

simulations with enhanced diabatic heating and/or more

extensive deep cloudiness (Figs. 11-16 and 11-19).

P7 completed this picture by linking the more exten-

sive convective heating and the tangential wind field

broadening. The extra diabatic heating generated in the

outer region in the CRF-on TC was inserted in the dry

model, which produced a circulation that directly en-

hanced the cyclonic winds beneath and radially outward

from the heat source (see P7’s Fig. 14). This response is

FIG. 11-21. Simulations from the dry version of CM1 forced by the difference between the CRF-on storm cloudy and clear-sky radiative

tendencies (contoured as in Fig. 11-16d) averaged between days 9 to 12, inclusive. Radial velocity (shaded) response for the (a) full CRF

forcing field, (b) CRF# 0 component, and (c) CRF$ 0 component. Vertical velocity (shaded) response for the (d) full CRF forcing field,

(e) CRF # 0 component, and (f) CRF $ 0 component. Dry fields are averaged over the simulations first 4 days. From P7.
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again due to the inertial stability distribution and could

have been anticipated from prior work with Sawyer–

Eliassen models (e.g., Shapiro and Willoughby 1982;

Hack and Schubert 1986). Therefore, it is suggested that

the in-cloud CRF warming directly results in lifting that,

as a consequence of the enhanced convective activity it

encourages, indirectly causes the anvil and wind field

expansion in those simulated TCs that incorporate some

measure of opaque clouds.

Finally, we note that although CRF provides one ave-

nue for broadening the wind profile, it remains that even

‘‘cloudy’’ idealized and semi-idealized TCs often appear

to be too radially compact relative to actual storms, es-

pecially in high-resolution simulations. This tendency

becomes more obvious when the temporally and azi-

muthally averaged 700-hPa wind profiles are normalized

with respect to the maximum tangential wind (Vm) and

the RMW (Rm), as shown for simulations S2, S2*, and S#2 in

Fig. 11-23a. Nondimensionalization essentially discounts

the influence of eye size on outer wind strength. Also

shown are modified Rankine (MR) wind profiles (cf.

Depperman 1947; Anthes 1982), given by

V

V
m

5

�
R

R
m

�a

, (11-3)

with decay (shape) parameters set to a5 0.5, 0.625, and

0.75. This is one of a number of outer wind profile

functions that have been proposed (e.g., Holland 1980;

DeMaria 1987; Willoughby et al. 2006).

Mallen et al. (2005) analyzed flight-level (largely

700hPa) data from 72 major hurricanes11 and found

values of 0.18 # a # 0.67, with an average of a 5 0.48,

for the interval 1# R/Rm # 3. Over that range, the wind

profiles of storms S* and S#2 are very well described by

MR profiles with a 5 0.75, which exceeds the largest

decay parameters from the Mallen et al. (2005) survey.

Even in the S2 case, which has the broadest (non-

dimensional) outer wind profile among the WRF-ARW

TCs, the winds decayed with radius more rapidly than a

substantial majority of the 72 cases. Similar compact

wind profiles are found with HWRF simulations made

for P7’s study (Fig. 11-23b). In P5, we demonstrated that

the outer wind structure also could also reflect model

physics such as microphysics more so than the initial

profile, even though bogussed vortices appeared to be

resilient.

d. Global extension of the CRF experiment

Typically, several days are required for TCs to reach

maturity in idealized and semi-idealized simulations,

even when initialized with bogussed circulations. This

prolonged evolution represents a significant shortcom-

ing in the semi-idealized approach, which utilizes the

real-data framework employed in operations. Real-data

simulations require boundary tendencies from a ‘‘parent’’

model to guide how the regional-scale model’s atmo-

sphere evolves. In this semi-idealized situation, there

is no parent—the bogus or bubble is placed in an

otherwise horizontally homogeneous atmosphere—so

those tendencies are zero, effectively sealing the model

domain. This limits how long the simulations can be

integrated as boundary influences eventually become

important. Given the domain sizes employed, running

for four days is acceptable, but longer simulations be-

come problematic. The issue is the model storms gen-

erally have not finished intensifying prior to the end of

these simulations.

A global model would permit longer integrations, but

the required high resolution would come with a signifi-

cant computational cost. As a pilot study, the global

MPASmodel is used with a variable-resolution, 163 842-

cell mesh with coarse grid spacing of 92 km that is re-

fined to 25km over a circular area of roughly 308 latitude
in radius, and with 41 vertical levels (see Table 11-1). A

variety of bubble-initialized simulations were made us-

ing W6 microphysics with and without convective pa-

rameterization employed following the spinup period.

For this example, the MP scheme was active from the

initial time and the Kain–Fritsch convective scheme was

switched off at the 48-hmark.Model runs extended over

nine full days, during which time the TC cores remained

comfortably within the refinement region. Other ex-

periments yielded TCs that were quantitatively, but not

qualitatively, different.

FIG. 11-22. Hypothesis for anvil self-spreading due to cloud-radiative

processes, and presumed influence on outer convective activity ad-

vanced in P4 and largely refuted in P7. CRF associated with the

cloudy area (depicted in orange) results in radial expansion (dashed

black line) of the secondary circulation (solid black line), directly

extending the cloudy area (depicted in yellow), which leads to ex-

pansion of the CRF field as well as hydrometeor fallout (blue dotted

lines) that moistens the outer core, and thus was believed to eventu-

ally lead to enhanced convection (dotted area). Adapted from P4.

11 Category 3 or higher on the Saffir–Simpson scale, based on the

10-m wind speed.
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Both the CRF-on and CRF-off storms appear to have

reached maturity around 4–5 days, at least with respect

to maximum 10-m wind speed and minimum SLP

(Fig. 11-24). After a delay on the order of 12–24 h, the

CRF-off storm attained roughly the same wind speeds

seen in the ‘‘cloudy’’ counterpart, which corresponds to

Saffir–Simpson category 1. Storm intensity is restrained

by the coarse horizontal resolution and by the absence of

the convective parameterization after spinup, although

leaving the Kain–Fritsch scheme on only permits the

storms to edge into category 2 (not shown). Averaged

over the ninth day, the tangential wind field on the TCs’

eastern flanks is clearly more radially extensive in the

‘‘cloudy’’ case and the MP forcing is also substantially

wider (Fig. 11-25), which is consistent with results from

the regional model simulations.

In contrast with the regional simulations, the wind

fields for these MPAS TCs are extremely broad by the

end of the simulations, with 34-kt wind radii extending

beyond 300km (not shown, but it can be inferred from

Fig. 11-25). This is in part a consequence of the coarse

(25km) resolution. Owing to the strength of these outer

winds, the rapid northwestward motions of the MPAS

TCs (compared to other bubble-initialized storms) are

not surprising (Fig. 11-26). However, the relatively

faster winds in the CRF-active case give this TC an even

more substantial beta drift, and by the end of the ninth

day this TC has translated over 330 km farther than the

FIG. 11-23. Time-averaged symmetric component of 700-hPa tangential wind speed, non-

dimensionalized with respect to maximumwind (Vmax) and radius of maximumwind (RMWor

Rm), along with modified Rankine profiles using values of a 5 0.5, 0.625, and 0.75 in (11-3).

Compare with P5’s Fig. 9c.
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transparent-cloud counterpart (Fig. 11-26). The trans-

lation speed difference between the two increases

sharply after the fourth day of integration.While higher-

resolution simulations should be attempted in the fu-

ture, the principal results from the regional experiments

have been verified in a global model with a less re-

strictive physical framework.

5. Summary

This paper surveyed a body of work (referred to as

papers P1–P7; see Table 11-1) that focused on the in-

fluences that cloud microphysical processes can have on

aspects of tropical cyclones (TCs) other than intensity.

High-resolution simulations with semi-idealized and ide-

alized numerical models were made, many of which

employed a bubble initialization in which the cyclone was

bred from a synoptic-scale buoyancy perturbation as an

alternative to the imposition of artificially constructed

bogus vortices. The TC characteristics of interest included

the track, magnitude, and spatial extent of the radial and

tangential winds, asymmetries with respect to the inner-

core diabatic heating, convective activity through the

outer rainband region, and the evolution and extent of the

TC anvil cloud. To a large degree these characteristics are

sensitive to the microphysical parameterization (MP)

owing to the interaction of hydrometeors with radiation,

which we termed the cloud-radiative forcing (CRF).

In the absence of environmental steering, TC motion

reflects a combination of beta drift and convective heating

variations responding in part to beta-induced asymmetries

(the beta shear). The beta drift is caused by a ventilation

flow across the vortex that is generated as a consequence

of differential advection of planetary vorticity on a curved

Earth, and depends on the outer wind strength. Micro-

physical assumptions were shown to directly and in-

directlymodulate the strength of thesewinds, which result

in motion variations with respect to both speed and di-

rection (P1–P3). The beta shear is due to the warm core

nature of the TC and encourages the development of

asymmetric diabatic heating structures. These heating

asymmetries, which are particularly important in the

bubble-initialized model storms that incorporated ice

microphysics, subtly but powerfully alter storm motion

depending on the orientation of the asymmetry pattern,

which varied from one MP to another.

In contrast, simulations with warm rain (Kessler) mi-

crophysics and/or bogussed vortices were more resilient,

FIG. 11-24. Time series of domain (a) maximum 10-m wind speed and (b) minimum SLP from

9-day MPAS simulations with and without CRF.
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successfully resisting the development of asymmetries

(P5), at least until they were imposed on the storm by

the environment, such as through the interaction of the

TC with a topographic obstacle (P6). Without the de-

velopment of asymmetric heating structures that tended

to oppose the beta drift, relatively rapid translation was

simulated and diagnosed. This was revealed through

potential vorticity analyses applied to time-averaged,

vortex-following composites (P3 and P5–P7). The re-

alism of these symmetric and asymmetric structures

deserves closer examination.

Variations among bubble-initialized model storms

with respect to tracks, asymmetric convective patterns,

and anvil extents largely vanished when the cloud-

radiative forcing was removed in the aquaplanet model

(P3). The variousMPs produce different amounts, types,

and distributions of particles, and ostensibly impact

storm dynamics or thermodynamics through LW ab-

sorption and emission and SW absorption in a manner

that depends largely on particle size (and thus species).

Simulated storms with active CRF tended to have larger

eyes, more widespread convective activity in the outer

region, and faster outer-corewinds relative to their CRF-

off counterparts (P3, P7). The CRF-on storms also pos-

sessed stronger secondary circulations with faster radial

inflow at the lowest levels and stronger outflow aloft, and

thicker and more radially extensive anvils. The bubble-

initialized warm rain TC became quite symmetric be-

cause the effects of CRF were exaggerated by the huge

radiative forcing associated with tiny cloud droplets.

Although the LWwarming within the anvil is weak, it is

the most significant component of CRF as it leads directly

to stronger upper-tropospheric radial outflow as well as

slow, yet sustained, ascent throughout the outer core (P7).

This gentle ascent results in a moistening of the region

outside the eyewall, enhances convective activity, elevates

the equivalent potential temperature, and increases the

radial extent of the TC, including its anvil and wind fields.

These conclusions were reinforced with dry model ex-

periments that examined in isolation the roles played by

diabatic heat sources. The net heating associated with

increased convection in the outer region directly acts to

FIG. 11-25. Time-averaged fields of horizontal wind (5m s21 contours) and diabatic heating

from microphysics (shaded) for (a) CRF-on and (b) CRF-off MPAS simulations. This cross

section is computed following the vortex and averaged over the ninth day to represent struc-

tures that extend eastward from the storm center, and have not been azimuthally averaged.
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intensify both the cyclonic winds in the lower troposphere

and the secondary circulation.

Finally, some semi-idealized simulationsmadewith the

global MPAS model were used to examine the influence

of CRF on TC motion and structure within longer in-

tegrations without the limitations imposed by lateral

boundary conditions required in regional models. Al-

though the MPAS spatial resolution employed is rather

coarse, these experiments confirmed that CRF acts to

enhance convective activity in the outer region and

broaden the wind profile, which lead to potentially dif-

ferentmotions and hazards (e.g., as outer winds influence

storm surges). In summary, the assumptions inherent in

cloud microphysical parameterizations represent impor-

tant contributions to forecast uncertainty, particularly

because they are amplified by the role radiative processes

can play in nontransparent clouds.
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